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Background The current SARS-CoV-2 pandemic created an urgent need for rapid, infection screening applied to large
numbers of asymptomatic individuals. To date, nasal/throat swab polymerase chain reaction (PCR) is considered the
“gold standard”. However, this is inconducive to mass, point-of-care (POC) testing due to person discomfort during
sampling and a prolonged result turnaround. Breath testing for disease specific organic compounds potentially offers
a practical, rapid, non-invasive, POC solution. The study compares the Breath of Health, Ltd. (BOH) breath analysis
system to PCR’s ability to screen asymptomatic individuals for SARS-CoV-2 infection. The BOH system is mobile and
combines Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy with artificial intelligence (AI) to generate results within
2 min and 15 s. In contrast to prior SARS-CoV-2 breath analysis research, this study focuses on diagnosing SARS-CoV-
2 via disease specific spectrometric profiles rather than through identifying the disease specific molecules.

Methods Asymptomatic emergency room patients with suspected SARS-CoV-2 exposure in two leading Israeli hos-
pitals were selected between February through April 2021. All were tested via nasal/throat-swab PCR and BOH
breath analysis. In total, 297 patients were sampled (mean age 57¢08 § SD 18¢86, 156 males, 139 females, 2
unknowns). Of these, 96 were PCR-positive (44 males, 50 females, 2 unknowns), 201 were PCR-negative (112 males,
89 females). One hundred samples were used for AI identification of SARS-CoV-2 distinguishing spectroscopic
wave-number patterns and diagnostic algorithm creation. Algorithm validation was tested in 100 proof-of-concept
samples (34 PCR-positive, 66 PCR-negative) by comparing PCR with AI algorithm-based breath-test results deter-
mined by a blinded medical expert. One hundred additional samples (12 true PCR-positive, 85 true PCR-negative, 3
confounder false PCR-positive [not included in the 297 total samples]) were evaluated by two blinded medical experts
for further algorithm validation and inter-expert correlation.

Findings The BOH system identified three distinguishing wave numbers for SARS-CoV-2 infection. In the first
phase, the single expert identified the first 100 samples correctly, yielding a 1:1 FTIR/AI:PCR correlation. The two-
expert second-phase also yielded 1:1 FTIR/AI:PCR correlation for 97 non-confounders and null correlation for the 3
confounders. Inter-expert correlation was 1:1 for all results. In total, the FTIR/AI algorithm demonstrated 100% sen-
sitivity and specificity for SARS-CoV-2 detection when compared with PCR.

Interpretation The SARS-CoV-2 method of breath analysis via FTIR with AI-based algorithm demonstrated high PCR
correlation in screening for asymptomatic individuals. This is the first practical, rapid, POC breath analysis solution
with such high PCR correlation in asymptomatic individuals. Further validation is required with a larger sample size.
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Research in context

Evidence before this study

The current SARS-CoV-2 pandemic created an urgent
need for a rapid, mobile, usable, highly sensitive, and
specific point-of-care SARS-CoV-2 screening method.
The current “gold standard” nasal/throat swab PCR test
has a prolonged result turnaround time and is uncom-
fortable to the person being tested. Exhaled air testing
technologies offer great potential for providing this
solution along with a non-invasive sampling method.
We searched the PubMed database for combinations of
the words and MeSH Terms “exhaled breath analysis”,
“breath analysis”, “COVID-1900 , “SARS-CoV-200 and “diag-
nosis” in November 2021. We detected 15 research
studies focused on SARS-CoV-2 detection via breath
analysis. Some of these studies presented high values
of sensitivity and specificity. However, none of them
have reached a level of practical usability. Some require
high level of expertise to run the tests, some require a
prolonged testing interval, some were primarily initial
proof-of-concept studies, and some had relatively poor
sensitivity and specificity when compared with PCR.
Most studies focused on symptomatic patients and did
not demonstrate the ability to screen asymptomatic
individuals. To date, despite its attractiveness and great
promise, no breath testing technology has managed to
present a usable, mobile, rapid, highly sensitive, and
specific solution for rapid mass SARS-CoV-2 screening.

Added value of this study

This study presents a ready-to-use breath analysis
method for SARS-CoV-2 screening that utilizes Fourier-
transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy combined with
an artificial intelligence (AI) generated algorithm
applied to FTIR result interpretation. The entire process
is performed by a mobile point-of-care machine within
less than 3 min. The study focuses on using a disease
specific spectrometric profile for SARS-CoV-2 diagnosis
rather than the identification of disease specific mole-
cules. This is accomplished by generating an AI-based
algorithm for SARS-CoV-2 diagnosis via FTIR breath
analysis. Subsequently, the study presents two phases
of validation data obtained through expert determina-
tion of SARS-CoV-2 status based on AI algorithm gener-
ated criteria. In both phases the AI algorithm results are
compared/correlated with PCR results. The results show
a 1:1 correlation with the “gold standard” PCR. This
device is the first to offer a practical solution for rapid,
non-invasive SARS-CoV-2 screening in settings such as
airports and sports arenas. In the current SARS-CoV-2
pandemic, the urgent international need for such tech-
nology is of paramount global importance.

Implications of all the available evidence

Multiple prior breath-analysis studies focused their
efforts on SARS-CoV-2 detection in patients who were
symptomatic. Their various employed technologies,

predominantly focused on PCR or volatile organic com-
pound (VOC) detection, and were limited in their ability
to provide adequately rapid result turnover. They
focused on symptomatic individuals, who are antici-
pated to have higher viral loads and greater VOC pro-
duction, increasing the likelihood of VOC detection. The
primary international need for quelling viral contagion
demands rapid mass screening of asymptomatic popu-
lations early in their infection course at points of mass
human congregation. This proof-of-concept study has
promising results that provide the first evidence of a
usable breath analysis method that makes this goal
achievable. The results require further validation due to
the study’s proof-of-concept design and small sample
size. Additional study is also warranted to demonstrate
its usability in a variety of settings and geographic
locales.
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Introduction
The current SARS-CoV-2 pandemic sparked an explo-
sion of human innovation and technological develop-
ment in every aspect of pandemic spread; viral genome
discovery, understanding of disease progression, treat-
ment strategies and diagnostic testing. Many govern-
ments and regulatory bodies continue to focus on the
latter as they strive to balance the public health need for
viral contagion containment with the human need for
social interaction and economic stability.1-7 The deploy-
ment of mass screening in large public venues such as
airports and sports events behooves the urgent need for
point-of-care (POC) diagnostic screening that is mini-
mally invasive, cost-effective, rapid, mobile, and highly
sensitive and specific.5-8 The currently employed testing
methods of nasal/throat swabs for PCR or antigen test-
ing fall short in meeting these criteria. The swabbing
itself is often uncomfortable, if not painful. The PCR
testing is relatively slow, mostly producing results after
more than 1 hour.9 The antigen tests have shown vary-
ing degrees of sensitivity, ranging from 36 to 82%,
when used for screening asymptomatic persons.10-14

Therefore, there is urgent need for such rapid POC
SARS-CoV-2 testing, to allow humans to return to pub-
lic congregation, ease the public laboratory workload,
and relieve the economic burden caused by lengthy or
unreliable testing methods.

The last decade has seen an uprising trend in disease
diagnosis through exhaled air analysis. This spans from
malignancy detection,15,16 through analysis of metabolic
states,17,18 to host and invader diagnostics.19-21 The term
“breath-print” has been coined to express the multiplic-
ity of techniques that have been applied to analyze the
various contents of exhaled air, including particulate
matter, aerosol, and gaseous content.22

Exhaled breath testing could provide an appealing
minimally invasive solution for SARS-CoV-2 testing.
Exhaled air testing, as opposed to blood drawing, nasal/
www.thelancet.com Vol 45 Month March, 2022
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throat swabbing, or other testing methodologies, is a
non-invasive method of objective human evaluation. To
date, several technologies have been developed for
exhaled breath analysis. To wit, SARS-CoV-2 viral par-
ticles are exhaled and detectable via exhaled PCR test-
ing.23-26 However, as with other PCR technology, this is
neither rapid nor conducive to POC testing. Gas chro-
matography mass spectrometry (GC−MS) allows for
the detection of hundreds of volatile organic com-
pounds (VOC’s) at the 10 part-per-trillion by volume
(pptv) level and is considered the gold-standard testing
method for exhaled VOC’s.27,28 However, it involves
manual procedures of sampling and preparation, can-
not perform rapid trace-gas measurements, requires
expensive equipment, precise calibration, and adminis-
tration by trained personnel. Overall, this precludes its
application to single-breath analysis at the point of
care.28

Mid-infrared (MIR) laser spectroscopy allows for the
development of compact point-of-care optical instru-
ments, enabling even single breath diagnostics.28

Herein, we present the novel application of a breath test
utilizing Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectros-
copy technology combined with artificial intelligence
(AI) to detect SARS-CoV-2 infection via organic com-
pound detection in exhaled breath. The spectrometer of
FTIR is easily available, mobile, simple to operate, and
has demonstrated a high degree of sensitivity for
organic compound detection.27 In this study, we aim to
compare this methodology’s sensitivity and specificity
for SARS-CoV-2 detection to the current in-situ gold-
standard in SARS-CoV-2 testing, the reverse transcrip-
tase polymerase chain reaction (PCR) performed in hos-
pital laboratories. If successful, this methodology can
offer a sensitive and specific, rapid, non-invasive, point-
of-care solution for mass SARS-CoV-2 testing.
Methods

Study design
This is a proof-of-concept study designed in two phases.
The first phase involves AI algorithm development to
identify exhaled breath FTIR wave frequency absor-
bance profiles that distinguish SARS-CoV-2 positive
and negative states. This is achieved by comparing
exhaled breath FTIR wave frequency absorbance pro-
files of SARS-CoV-2 PCR positive and negative patients.
The second phase involves preliminary algorithm vali-
dation. Patients are diagnosed as SARS-CoV-2 positive
or negative through applying algorithm rules to exhaled
breath FTIR test results. Algorithm validation is
achieved by correlating the algorithm-based diagnosis
with same-patient PCR results. Conceptually, PCR sta-
tus correlation with a particular wave frequency absor-
bance pattern associates the PCR status with the
presence or absence of a specific molecule or molecule
www.thelancet.com Vol 45 Month March, 2022
combination. To date, SARS-CoV-2 breath analysis stud-
ies focused on diagnosing the disease state through
identifying the presence or absence of such disease spe-
cific molecules.25,26,29-35 The current study aims to
achieve disease state diagnosis using disease specific
wave frequency absorbance patterns without the need
for identifying the underlying molecules.
Measuring device − pertinent details
The Breath of Health Ltd. (BOH) Merkava 1.1 device
consists of an FTIR analytical system connected to an
artificial intelligence (AI) Intel� computer portal (cata-
log number NUC IV790174816). An auxiliary patented
system developed by BOH allows for the detection of
non-volatile (e.g., C-reactive protein, interleukin-6),
semi-volatile (e.g., steric acid) and volatile organic com-
pounds (e.g., aldehydes and ketones) via a thermody-
namic process in the gas cell mounted on the FTIR.
The entire system dimensions are W 70 cm x L 90 cm x
H 115 cm, roughly the size of a bank automated teller
machine (ATM) or small video arcade game.

The analytical system consists of a Thermo Fisher
NicoletTM iSTM10 FTIR spectroscope (catalog number
IQLAADGAAGFAHDMAPC) with a Specac heated gas
cell accessory (catalog number GS24652) with an opti-
cal length of 5 m capable of detecting 200 ppb, and a
Thermo Fisher MCT detector (catalog number Thermo
ScientificTM TN714−008,400) capable of reducing the
signal-to-noise ratio related to our threshold detection.
The gas cell accessory used for FTIR reading is warmed
continuously to »60 °C and keeps a constant flow of
nitrogen (Oxygen and Argon Works, Ltd., Caesarea,
Israel) into the cell (to which the FTIR is blinded). The
Tedlar� bag containing the sampled exhaled air is
cooled in a freezer at �20 °C for 90 s and is then emp-
tied by vacuum into the measuring cell accessory. The
FTIR spectroscope measuring chamber is heated con-
stantly to 60 °C, pressurized to 2 atmospheres, and illu-
minated by an infra-red (IR) source. The entire process
of measuring and obtaining results takes 45 s. Cleaning
the machine between samples takes 45 s. Total cycle
time takes less than 2 min. Total person wait time from
sample collection till obtaining results is 2 min and 15 s
(i.e., sample cooling and measuring times).

Background − How the BOH system generates its data:
Each exhaled air sample is inspected by the BOH sys-
tem using 32 screenings under the lowest FTIR fre-
quency resolution of 4 cm�1. This generates a vector of
7882 data points for each sample. The vector’s X-axis
represents light wavelength frequency, presented as
wave numbers (cm�1). The Y-axis represents the signal
intensities, presented as the spectrometer signal
absorbances’ second derivative value. This data repre-
sents readings of various organic compounds. Peaks or
nadirs in this second derivative value signify the
3



Table 1: Patient Dem raphics − Age and Gender Distribution by PCR-Result. Table 1 presents participating patient demographics by age and gender divided into subgroups by study phase (AI
Learning/Algorithm D velopment, Algorithm Validation Single Expert Testing, Further Algorithm Validation/Two Expert Testing) and PCR result.
Abbreviations: AI = artifi al intelligence, NA = not applicable, PCR = polymerase chain reaction, SD = Standard Deviation.

*Does not include 3 con nders added to the third set and presented to the experts as new patient data.
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respective presence or absence of one specific molecule
type, or a specific molecule combination.
Patients
Patients were selected in two leading Israeli hospitals
based on the following criteria. All patients were seen in
the various hospitals’ emergency departments and
selected for SARS-CoV-2 testing due to possible expo-
sure to SARS-CoV-2 infected persons. Selected patients
were asymptomatic for COVID-19. Patients were
excluded from the study if they had any of the following
symptoms: difficulty breathing or cough with shortness
of breath, along with at least two of the following
COVID-19 symptoms: fever, chills, muscle pain, head-
ache, sore throat, or a new loss of taste or smell. Since
this was an initial proof-of-concept study, data was not
collected regarding subject co-morbidities, medical
background, SARS-CoV-2 vaccination status, or other
symptomatology. Formal power analysis was not per-
formed since the study involved the initial AI algorithm
creation such that it was impossible to perform a pre-
emptive power analysis. Sample size was determined by
the number of patients recruited during the data collec-
tion period. The study was approved by the respective
institutional review boards at the participating hospitals.
The study was registered in the Israeli Ministry of
Health database for clinical studies (Protocol #:
MOH_2020−10−15_009403). Signed informed con-
sent was obtained from all patients prior to study partic-
ipation. Patients were coded and study investigators
were blinded to study participant identities. Patient
recruitment and sample collection occurred from Feb-
ruary through April 2021.
Sample collection
All patients were sampled via SARS-CoV-2 PCR nasal/
throat swabs and exhaled breath. PCR testing was done
using routine respective hospital laboratory machinery
(Hadassah Ein Karem Hospital: BGI Genomics Real-
Time Fluorescent RT-PCR Kit for SARS-CoV-2; Sheba
Tel HaShomer: Seegene, Inc. RT-PCR). Exhaled breath
samples were obtained as follows: Subjects were asked
to exhale, then inhale deeply and then exhale into a recy-
clable plastic (Tedlar�) bag (catalog number SKC232
−945A) 0.7-liter air by volume. Tedlar� bags were used
since they have been shown to be suitable for diagnostic
breath sampling due to minimal pollutants and breath
product decay.36,37 The exhale tube’s diameter size was
carefully selected to just allow a medium exhalatory
effort into the bag. Exhaled breath samples were ana-
lyzed via FTIR spectroscopy utilizing the Breath of
Health Ltd. (BOH) Merkava 1.1 device. All breath sam-
ples were discarded following testing.
www.thelancet.com Vol 45 Month March, 2022
Subject demographics
There were 297 patients sampled in total (96 from
Hadassah Ein Karem Hospital, Jerusalem and 201 from
Sheba Tel HaShomer Medical Center, Ramat Gan), of
which 96 were PCR-positive and 201 were PCR-nega-
tive, respectively. All samples were used and there were
no outliers removed from the study. Samples were
divided into three sets. One-hundred samples were
used for AI learning and algorithm development, 100
were used for preliminary algorithm validation, and 97
samples with 3 additional confounders (100 in total)
were used for further validation via two-expert testing.
Subject gender and age demographics, sub-grouped
based on PCR-results are presented in Table 1. Patients
were 156 males, 139 females and 2 unrecorded gender/
age with an age range of 18 − 95 years (Mean 57¢08 §
SD 18¢86). The AI learning/algorithm development set
included 55 males and 45 females: age range 18 − 95
(Mean 60¢62 § SD 19¢60). The first validation: single-
expert testing set included 48 males and 52 females: age
range 22−91 (Mean 57¢30 § SD 17¢55). The second vali-
dation set included 53 males, 42 females and 2
unknowns: age range 19 − 91 (Mean 53¢14 § SD
18¢63). Overall, age ranges were similar and showed sig-
nificant overlap.
The process
Phase 1 − Algorithm Development:

The initial step served to develop the BOH system
artificial intelligence (AI) algorithm’s points of distinc-
tion between SARS-CoV-2 PCR-positive and negative
samples. One-hundred samples (50 PCR-positive; 50
PCR-negative) were randomly selected and used for AI
learning and algorithm development. The model found
all the wave number signal intensity peaks and nadirs for
each sample. These represented the maximum and mini-
mum signal intensity (Y-axis) values. The algorithm
model created a composite of all the wave numbers (X-
values) for which there were peaks and nadirs in the sig-
nal intensity (Y-values). It then classified the peaks and
nadirs into PCR-positive and negative sample groups,
thus creating a raw PCR-positive and PCR-negative wave
number profile, respectively. It then subtracted the PCR-
negative from the PCR-positive raw profile. The differen-
ces represented a set of wave number changes relatively
unique to the PCR-positive profile (“positivity distin-
guishing profile”). Lastly, it selected the wave numbers
within the positivity distinguishing profile with the high-
est probability of selectivity for SARS-CoV-2 positivity
(i.e., highest probability of correlating with PCR-positiv-
ity). This selection was performed through a set of proba-
bility rules derived from AI training.

Phase 2 Step 1 − Initial Algorithm Validation/Proof-of-
Concept Testing:

Firstly, 10 of these samples in the first set (5 PCR-
positive; 5 PCR-negative) were used to train a medical
5
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expert (IBS) in distinguishing between algorithm-gener-
ated positive and negative results. Subsequently, 100
samples (34 PCR-positive; 66 PCR-negative), were used
for proof-of-concept and algorithm validation testing by
the expert. In an asymptomatic cohort, only a few posi-
tive cases are anticipated. This was mirrored by having
negative sample predominance (66%). However, the
number of positive cases (34%) is high, relative to a real-
life asymptomatic cohort, to allow for more robust vali-
dation. The medical expert was blinded to each sample’s
PCR results and to the ratio of PCR-positive:PCR-nega-
tive results, and determined SARS-CoV-2 exhaled
breath results solely based on the algorithm. Subse-
quently, expert determinations were correlated with
PCR results.

Phase 2 Step 2 − Further Algorithm Validation/Inter-
expert Correlation:

A third set of 100 samples (12 PCR-positive; 85 PCR-
negative; 3 faux confounders) was used to test for inter-
expert differences in algorithm-based result determina-
tion and for further algorithm validation. This set
included only 12 positive samples to render it more rep-
resentative of an asymptomatic cohort screening where
only a few positive cases are anticipated. A second medi-
cal expert (HF) was trained in determining algorithm-
based results using the same 10 training samples as the
first expert. The primary researchers created 3 con-
founding sample results. These samples were PCR-posi-
tive but were presented to the experts with intentionally
altered FTIR/AI wave number results that were SARS-
CoV-2 negative per algorithm rules. This precaution
was taken due to the first expert testing yielding 1:1
breath:PCR result correlation. Its purpose was to dem-
onstrate expert blinding. The two medical experts (IBS
and HF) were blinded to each sample’s PCR results and
to the ratio of PCR-positive:PCR-negative results, and
determined SARS-CoV-2 exhaled breath results solely
based on the algorithm. Both experts were also blinded
to the addition of confounders to the sample set and
were only informed of these after submitting their
respective results.
Role of the funding source
The funding source, Breath of Health, Ltd., was
founded by Arie Laor, who developed the study technol-
ogy, provided the FTIR/AI test results, and designed the
clinical study together with Dr. Ayala Kobo Greenhut.
Mr. Laor was not involved in data interpretation. His-
contribution to the writing of this paper was limited to
the technical description of the FTIR/AI technology and
to providing the other authors the scientific background
for understanding the employed technology. Breath of
Health, Ltd. funded the sample collection, the indepen-
dent analysis by hospital staff, provided the instrumen-
tation, the perishables and paid the hospitals for each
recruited subject. It further employed one of the authors
as a quality engineer (AKG) to oversee the regulatory
process. All authors had access to the data. Once the
results were calculated, all authors took the decision to
submit for publication.
RESULTS

Algorithm AI result and sample interpretation
The AI model identified three distinguishing wave
numbers. Wave number #1 (X-value 2808.44) had a sig-
nal intensity (Y-value) that was peaked in the PCR-posi-
tive patients relative to the signal intensity in both its
flanking wave numbers but was lower than at least one
flanking wave number in PCR-negative patients. In con-
trast, two other distinguishing wave numbers [Wave
numbers #2 (X-value 3230.31) and #3 (X-value 3404.36)]
were higher in signal intensity (Y-value) than at least
one flanking wave number in PCR-positive patients but
were at a nadir relative to both flanking wave numbers
in PCR-negative patients (Figure 1.a-f). According to the
algorithm, a sample is determined SARS-CoV-2 positive
or negative based on at least 2 of 3 wave numbers indi-
cating the same result.
Initial algorithm validation: single expert testing
results
For each sample in the second set, each distinguishing
wave number was assessed, in isolation, by the medical
expert. As per algorithm rules, the expert determined
the composite SARS-CoV-2 positive or negative status
based on at least 2 of 3 wave numbers indicating the
same result. In 97 of 100 proof-of-concept samples, all
three distinguishing wave numbers yielded concordant
results. In only three cases, one wave number result
was discordant with the other two wave numbers. A dif-
ferent wave number was discordant in each of the three.
All discordant wave numbers had the following com-
monalities: 1) All occurred in PCR-negative samples, 2)
all indicated SARS-CoV-2 positivity while the other two
wave numbers indicated negativity.

PCR correlation data for this single-expert testing
phase is presented in Table 2. All 34 PCR-positive sam-
ples were diagnosed by the expert as SARS-CoV-2 posi-
tive based on algorithm criteria. All 66 PCR-negative
samples were diagnosed by the expert as SARS-CoV-2
negative based on the algorithm criteria. In comparison
with PCR, the algorithm’s sensitivity and specificity
were both 100% and algorithm/AI based SARS-CoV-2
determination correlated 1:1 with PCR results.
Further algorithm validation: two expert testing
results
In 95 of 100 samples tested by two experts; all three dis-
tinguishing wave numbers yielded concordant results.
In only two non-confounder cases, one wave number
www.thelancet.com Vol 45 Month March, 2022



Total = 100 Expert Expert

Figure 1. (a-f) present graphic examples of each of the three FTIR AI algorithm generated distinguishing wave number as they
appear in SARS-CoV-2 Positive and Negative results, respectively. Each Figure presents a graph of Wave Numbers (cm�1) vs. Signal
Intensity second derivative values. SARS-CoV-2 Positive graphs appear in red and SARS-CoV-2 Negative graphs appear in green.
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result was discordant with the other two wave numbers,
and the experts’ SARS-CoV-2 status determinations
were based on the majority. The remaining three discor-
dant samples were confounders and experts determined
SARS-CoV-2 status based on the majority.

PCR correlation data for this two-expert testing
phase is presented in Table 3. All 12 non-confounder
PCR-positive samples were diagnosed by both experts
as SARS-CoV-2 positive based on the algorithm criteria.
All 85 non-confounder PCR-negative samples were
diagnosed by both experts as SARS-CoV-2 negative
based on the algorithm criteria. All three confounders
were diagnosed by both experts as SARS-CoV-2 nega-
tive, as per algorithm criteria. For all 97 non-confounder
Total = 100 Expert
Determination
Positive

Expert
Determination
Negative

PCR-positive 34 0

PCR-negative 0 66

Table 2: PCR Correlation − Algorithm Validation: Single Expert
Testing. Presents correlation data between PCR result and
single-expert determination of SARS-CoV-2 positive/negative
status based on FTIR test results interpretation using the AI
derived algorithm criteria.
Abbreviations: AI = artificial intelligence, NA = not applicable.

PCR = polymerase chain reaction.

www.thelancet.com Vol 45 Month March, 2022
results, expert final diagnosis had an inter-evaluator cor-
relation of 1:1. Expert individual wave number determi-
nation for each sample also had an inter-evaluator
correlation of 1:1.

In terms of PCR correlation, FTIR algorithm/AI
based SARS-CoV-2 determination of non-confounder
samples correlated 1:1 with PCR results and the algo-
rithm’s sensitivity and specificity were 100% each,
respectively. For all three confounders, FTIR algorithm/
AI based SARS-CoV-2 determination had null correla-
tion with PCR results, though inter-evaluator
Determination
Positive

Determination
Negative

PCR-positive 12 3 (confounders)

PCR-negative 0 85

Table 3: PCR Correlation − Further Algorithm Validation: Two
Expert Testing. Presents correlation data between PCR result
and two-expert determination of SARS-CoV-2 positive/negative
status based on FTIR test results interpretation using the AI
derived algorithm criteria. Experts’ determination is presented
as unified values there was 1:1 agreement in all their
determinations.
Abbreviations: AI = artificial intelligence, FTIR= Fourier-transform infra-

red spectroscopy,.

NA = not applicable, PCR = polymerase chain reaction.
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Total Wave Number
#1 (2808.44)

Wave Number
#2 (3230.31)

Wave Number
#3 (3404.36)

Final
Determination

PCR-positive 46 46 46 46 46

PCR-negative 151 150 148 150 151

PCR-positive% Correlation NA 100% 100% 100% 100%

PCR-negative% Correlation NA 99.34% 98.01% 99.34% 100%

Table 4: Distinguishing Wave Number Correlation with PCR**. Presents PCR-status correlation data for FTIR/AI algorithm-based SARS-
CoV-2 status determination. Results are divided based on PCR status. Results are subdivided to demonstrate PCR-result correlation for
each of the three distinguishing FTIR Wave Numbers as per AI-algorithm criteria. Results are presented in absolute numbers and as
percent correlation for PCR-positive and negative samples, respectively.
Abbreviations: AI = artificial intelligence, FTIR= Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy.

NA = not applicable, PCR = polymerase chain reaction.

**Confounder samples not included in table data.
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correlation was maintained at 1:1 for final expert diagno-
sis and individual wave number determination.

Table 4 presents a composite breakdown of distin-
guishing wave number correlation with PCR. All three
wave numbers demonstrated 1:1 PCR correlation (100%
specificity) for SARS-CoV-2 positivity. All three wave
numbers had instances of false positive results though
1:1 PCR correlation remained high at 99.34%, 98.01%
and 99.34%, respectively.
Discussion
In this study FTIR technology combined with artificial
intelligence (FTIR/Algorithm) was compared to PCR in
its ability to identify and distinguish asymptomatic
SARS-CoV-2 positive and negative patients, respectively.
The FTIR technology combined with the AI based algo-
rithm demonstrated a 1:1 correlation with SARS-CoV- 2
PCR findings with a sensitivity and specificity of 100%.
This is the first usable, rapid, point-of-care breath analy-
sis technology that has demonstrated such strong corre-
lation with PCR in SARS-CoV-2 screening of
asymptomatic individuals. This opens important possi-
bilities for rapid, mass, point-of-care screening, such as
at airports and large sports arenas.

It is rare to find 100% correlation between two test-
ing methodologies. This, therefore, requires further
elaboration. Firstly, the algorithm is based on the find-
ings of three, rather than one, wave numbers. Although
each wave number demonstrated less than 100% sensi-
tivity, the additive effect of all three wave numbers, each
with >95% sensitivity (Table 4), can easily yield 1:1, or
near 1:1 correlation. To that effect, the study is limited
by the relatively small sample size of 297 samples and
the lack of a formal power analysis. The BOH FTIR/AI
system requires further validation via studies involving
a larger number of samples with a formal power analy-
sis. None the less, the following factors should have
increased the odds of discordancy; the absence of which
increases the strength of our findings:
1. The FTIR/AI algorithm was tested in two phases,
each of which demonstrated 1:1 PCR correlation, in
isolation.

2. Samples were obtained from two different hospi-
tals,

3. PCR testing was conducted in two separate laborato-
ries,

4. A second evaluator tested the second set,

5. Confounding samples were added to the second set.

On the one hand, SARS-CoV-2 PCR has a near 100%
specificity, which suggests that the FTIR/AI system can
provide equal specificity with 1:1 PCR correlation. How-
ever, the “gold-standard” SARS-CoV-2 PCR has its own
limitations and can require repeated testing due to a
possible initial false negative rate of up to 54%.38

The 1:1 PCR correlation suggests that the FTIR/AI
system has the same limitations and provides false neg-
ative results in the same patients. The reasons for this
may be multi-factorial. The PCR false negative rate has
several etiologies. The first is sampling error, though
this can be reduced, if not eliminated, when sampling is
performed by experienced professionals. In this study,
since PCR samples were obtained by experienced emer-
gency room staff, they may be void of sampling error.
Secondly, PCR false negative rate is highest when viral
loads are low, specifically, when obtained within the
first few days of, or 1−1.5 weeks following, infection.39

This is expected to parallel disease associated metabolic
processes that produce organic compounds. Early in the
infective period the individual has a low viral load, is
asymptomatic and has barely commenced these meta-
bolic processes.39 The individual can therefore evade
both PCR and organic compound testing. The disease
specific metabolic processes increase in tandem with
rising viral loads and both viral RNA and distinguishing
organic compounds rise to detectable levels.33,39,40 Fur-
ther testing will be required to determine whether
repeated testing or a more complex AI algorithm could
reduce the false negative rate and identify infected
www.thelancet.com Vol 45 Month March, 2022
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individuals prior to PCR detectability. Testing subjects
serially with tandem FTIR/AI, PCR, and antigen testing
could further elucidate FTIR/AI sensitivity and specific-
ity relative to PCR and antigen testing throughout the
disease time-course.

The study has several limitations surrounding sam-
pling and subject-related conditions. Firstly, although
this method does not attempt to identify the distin-
guishing compound, it is likely that the distinguishing
wave numbers represent products of innate immune
system activation.41 It is conceivable, therefore, that
FTIR breath analysis could miss sub-populations of
immunosuppressed SARS-CoV-2 positive patients in
whom these production processes are subdued. Simi-
larly, the study’s design as a proof-of-concept with lim-
ited sample size and lack of subject comorbidity data
leads to additional questions regarding sampling . The
subject sample had a male predominance overall, with
more males testing negative in all groups. Prior studies
repeatedly demonstrated male gender as a risk factor
for COVID-19 morbidity and mortality.42-50 This
includes gender differences in immune response.48,50

Recently, Liangou and colleagues demonstrated age dif-
ferences in the concentrations of various VOC’s of indi-
viduals with COVID-19.51 It is possible that similar age
and gender differences exist in organic product produc-
tion in the asymptomatic phase. Additionally, sampling
occurred in the winter and early spring, yet subjects
were not tested for possible infection, or co-infection,
with other respiratory pathogens. Furthermore, it is
conceivable that the subject group recruited in the emer-
gency department was more homogenous and less rep-
resentative of the general population screened in a non-
medical public venue. Lastly, subject SARS-CoV-2 vacci-
nation status was unknown and SARS-CoV-2 variant
type was not determined in SARS-CoV-2 positive
patients. The latter requires further clarification since
the public health risk of the SARS-CoV-2 evolving
genome demands that any potential SARS-CoV-2 diag-
nostic test undergo mutation and vaccine-specific vali-
dation. This is highlighted by the rapid global spread of
the Omicron (B.1.1.529) variant at the time of this
study’s publication.52 Overall, any of the aforemen-
tioned factors could skew results, either by altering sub-
ject immune response, or by limiting generalizability.

Despite the above, study results and epidemiological
data suggest some important hypotheses. The 1:1 FTIR
to PCR correlation raises the important possibility that
the wave number distinguishing profile targets a set of
disease process products specific to SARS-CoV-2 infec-
tion, largely uninfluenced by other factors. Alternatively,
the 1:1 PCR correlation may suggest the absence of such
factors in the study sample. For example, the 2021 win-
ter/spring seasons in Israel, as in other geographic
regions, experienced an atypically low incidence of
respiratory pathogens other than SARS-CoV-2.53 There-
fore, it is less likely that study subjects suffered from
www.thelancet.com Vol 45 Month March, 2022
non-SARS-CoV-2 respiratory pathogens. Further
research is needed to determine whether SARS-CoV-2
induces a disease specific wave number signature in the
presence of other respiratory pathogens even early in
the disease course when the relatively non-specific
innate immune response predominates. In terms of
SARS-CoV-2 variants, Israel Ministry of Health data
indicate that during the study recruitment period,
SARS-CoV-2 variants Alpha (B1.1.7), Beta (B.1.351) and
Gamma (P.1) predominated as disease producing var-
iants in Israel.54 The first cases of variant Delta
(B.1.617.2) appeared in Israel in mid-April 2021 and
likely had little, if any, representation in the study popu-
lation. It is likely, therefore, that all three variants
(Alpha, Beta and Gamma) were represented in the
SARS-CoV-2 positive subjects and that FTIR results cor-
related with PCR findings in all three variants. How-
ever, the above explanations are speculative and further
research is needed to determine BOH FTIR/AI perfor-
mance in various sub-groups including the immuno-
suppressed, during concurrent infection, in vaccinated
and unvaccinated individuals and for current and future
variants.

Several prior studies incorporated AI algorithms with
breath analysis technologies to yield a COVID-19 specific
diagnostic breath print. Ruszkiewicz and colleagues31

and Chen and colleagues29 used gas chromatography
ion mobility spectrometry combined with machine learn-
ing to develop COVID-19 VOC diagnostic prediction
models. Steppert and colleagues developed a diagnostic
prediction model using VOC breath analysis via multica-
pillary column ion mobility spectrometry coupled with
machine learning.35 More recently, Liangou and col-
leagues utilized proton transfer reaction time-of-flight
mass spectrometry coupled with AI to also generate a
VOC disease distinguishing profile.51 Unlike these stud-
ies, we posit that distinguishing light frequency/intensity
patterns are sufficient for accurate disease state diagnosis
without having to identify the underlying molecules or
molecular combinations. Additional FTIR data analysis
could likely reach such identification, which could add
scientific value. However, from a diagnostic perspective,
the primary importance lays in finding a method with
strong sensitivity and specificity that can accurately diag-
nose the disease state, regardless of whether the method
identifies a specific compound. The FTIR system aims to
provide this accuracy via distinguishing wave patterns,
whereas other methods aim to achieve the same goal by
identifying distinguishing compounds. Our study results
demonstrated a 1:1 correlation with PCR. No study to
date successfully demonstrated this degree of PCR corre-
lation. Furthermore, this study focused on SARS-CoV-2
detection in asymptomatic individuals due to its impor-
tance for mass screening. In contrast, all the identified
studies focused on, or included, symptomatic individu-
als.26,29-32,34,35,51 Symptomatic individuals have higher
viral loads and increased immune response activation. It
9
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is not surprising then, that they have higher quantitative
VOC or RNA loads that are detectable by breath analysis.
Without further testing, this cannot be extrapolated to
mass screening of asymptomatic individuals.

Additionally, the BOH FTIR/AI-based system pos-
sesses several attractive qualities in terms of its usabil-
ity. It is ready-to-use in its current point-of-care form, is
mobile, user-friendly, and requires minimal training to
operate. It has a self-contained purification and decon-
tamination system. As such, it can be deployed in any
location with a reliable source of electric power. In
terms of cost effectiveness, each BOH FTIR/AI
machine costs less than $100,000 and efforts are
underway to further reduce costs. Lastly, it has a full
cycle time (testing and purging) of only 2 min 15 s per
sample. In contrast, all the studies to date, fall short in
these points. Some are presented as preliminary feasi-
bility studies.24,30,33 All the researched technologies to
date are lacking in their ability to provide a result turn-
around that enables rapid human throughput. The need
for rapid throughput is of prime importance in provid-
ing mass screening in venues demanding mass rapid
turnover, such as airports and sports arenas. PCR based
breath testing shares the time limitations of current
PCR technology, requiring at least 30 min for result
turnaround. Many gas chromatography based systems
require about 10 min or more for testing and
purging.26,29 For example, ion mobility gas spectrome-
try (GC-IMS) requires 2−10 min for testing and 5 min
to clean the machinery (purge time) between tests.
Multi-capillary column coupled ion mobility spectrome-
try (MCC-IMS) technology requires a 6-minute testing
window and 10-minute purge time. Both technologies
allow for only 3−4 tests per hour. Some studies did not
present the time required for a full cycle of testing and
purging.31,35 Liangou and colleagues recently reported a
proton transfer reaction time-of-flight mass spectrome-
try/AI model with a rapid test run time of 200 s but did
not report the purge time or time for result output.51

The most rapid point-of-care technology was reported
by Maniscalco, et al., utilizing rapid antigen detection of
exhaled breath condensate.34 Although this study
showed strong sensitivity and specificity, it was limited
by its case-control design with inclusion of symptomatic
patients. Additionally, the six-minute turnaround,
though better than other technologies, almost triples
the turnaround time when compared to the 2 min 15 sec-
ond cycle time (including testing and purging) of the
BOH FTIR/AI system.

The BOH FTIR/AI system’s practical usability also
depends on the rate of anticipated crowd throughout
per unit time. In venues such as airports, where only a
few hundred individuals need to be screened for each
flight, it is practical to provide on-site testing. However,
in very large venues such as 50,000 or 100,000
attendee sports arenas, most attendees enter the arena
within a short time interval. In such circumstances,
even a 2 min 15 second result turnaround coupled with
numerous on-site screening kiosks would result in
significant crowd bottlenecks. A practical solution
demands spreading screening machines throughout
accessible off-site locations. Most attendees need to be
tested within a certain time window prior to arriving at
the venue of interest. Though this is akin to current
worldwide PCR or antigen testing strategies, its advan-
tage is that it provides a much more rapid result turn-
around, less discomfort, and results that are,
preliminarily, as accurate as PCR and more accurate
than rapid antigen tests.

The BOH FTIR/AI system presents one other sig-
nificant advantage. Other breath analysis methodolo-
gies, such as PCR or antigen testing, focus on
identifying one molecule, whether nucleic or anti-
genic. Even VOC testing, such as rapid gas chromatog-
raphy techniques require focusing the test on a pre-
determined narrow frequency window.55,56 In contrast,
the BOH FTIR technology, currently deploys the low-
est FTIR resolution of 4 cm�1 with 32 screenings,
which yields 7882 data points. The machine can reach
a resolution of 0.5 cm�1, which can generate millions
of data points, each representing a specific or combina-
tion of organic compounds. This expansive range cou-
pled with the system’s AI-generated open-ended
subtraction analysis yields an incredibly vast wave
number/intensity profile. We project that coupling
this vast profile with appropriately powerful AI tech-
nologies will be capable of generating an array of dis-
ease distinguishing profiles far beyond those offered
by other breath analysis technologies. This may
broaden its diagnostic range, both in terms of identify-
ing SARS-CoV-2 in the presence of other co-infections,
and in its ability to identify the distinguishing breath
profiles of a broad array of diseases. Further research
is needed to determine the extent of the Breath of
Health FTIR/AI system’s diagnostic potential.
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